
University of Waterloo 
Department of English  

ENGL295 
Social Media 
Winter 2017 

MW 11:30-12:50, PAS1237 

Instructor Information 
Instructor: Elise Vist 
Office: PAS 1238 
Office Hours: Monday 10:30-11:20; Wednesday 1:00-2:00 
Email: mevist@uwaterloo.ca 
I will reply within 24 hours, provided the email is written appropriately.  
 

Course Description 
This course surveys the popular social media landscape and charts scholarly approaches, both 

methodological and theoretical, to understanding and analyzing social media texts. Potential topics 

include memes, social networks, fan communities, digital identity, labour, sociality, trolling, 

ownership, and regulation. This course will enable you to critically analyze social media texts; evaluate 

the source, content, audience, and effects of social media; identify organizational and regulatory 

constraints in the social media system; understand and reproduce the codes of media texts such as 

memes and viral content; and assess key issues in social media such as regulation, labour and privacy. 

This is not  a course on how to use social media, how to get a social media job, or how to run a 

professional social media account.  

Course Goals and Learning Outcomes 
Upon completion of this course, students should be able to: 

A. Critically analyze social media texts  

● Understand and employ theories of media, networks, and publics to make sense of 

social media objects 

● Understand and explain the intertwining histories of social media 

● Understand and explain the impact of race, class, gender, ability, and sexuality on 

social media 

B. Analyze and explain the rhetorics of social media texts and objects 

● Apply rhetorical theory to online texts  

● Use platform theory, design theory, social media theory, and political theory to 

describe social media platforms 

C. Answer, variously, the question “What is social media?”  

● Seek out and apply a variety of theories of media 
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● Synthesize various and sometimes contradictory answers 

D. Broadly apply knowledge of social media theory 

● Develop and complete a social media project based on personal research interests 

Required Text 
● Weekly readings available on LEARN 

 

Course Requirements and Assessment 
 

Assessment  Date of Evaluation Weighting 
Instagram reflections Throughout semester 15% 
Leading Discussion TBD: each pair leads one 

discussion 
20% 

Online and In-Class Participation Throughout semester 10% 
Platform Analysis March 6 15% 
Final Project  40% 
     Proposal February 15 5% 
     Bibliography and Draft Check-in 
     Final Project 

March 15 
Wed April 5 2017 

5% 
30% 

Total  100% 
 

Course Outline 
Week Date Topic Readings Due 

1 W Jan 4 Intro to Course, Assignments, Topics, 
Signups 

 

2 M Jan 9 What is/are “Media” McLuhan, “The Medium is the 
Message” 

2 W Jan 11 What is “Social” Miller, “Genre as Social Action” 
3 M Jan 16 What’s “new media” Pingree and Gitelman “What’s 

New about New Media” 
3 W Jan 18 What’s social about theatre? Kraprow, “‘Happenings’” in the 

New York Scene” 
4 M Jan 23 What’s social about radio?  

Guest Lecture: Phil Miletic 
 

4 W Jan 25 What’s social about television? Jenkins, “Star Trek Rerun...” 
5 M Jan 30 What’s social about the Internet? Morrison, “Suffused by 

Feeling...” 
5 W Feb 1 What’s social about Social 

Networking Sites? 
Stop, Start, Continue Check-in 

boyd and Ellison, “Social 
Networking Sites...” 
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6 M Feb 6 What’s social about games? 
Guest Lecture: Betsy Brey 

Flanagan, “Introduction to 
Critical Play” 

6 W Feb 8 The Work of Scholars... Boellstorff et al, “Three 
Histories” 

7 M Feb 13 The Work of Platforms... Morrison, “Facebook and 
Coaxed Affordances” 

7 W Feb 15 The Work of Algorithms... 
(Proposals Due) 

Bogost, “Procedural Rhetoric” 

8 M Feb 20 No classes  
8 W Feb 23 No classes  
9 M Feb 27 The Work of Bodies... 

Race and Sexuality online 
Nakamura, “Cybertyping...” 

9 W Mar 1 Are we posthuman or are we 
dancers? 

Donna Haraway “A Manifesto 
for Cyborgs” 

10 M Mar 6 What is the self online? 
(Platform Analysis Due) 

Coleman, “What is an Avatar?” 

10 W Mar 8 Do you have to be AFK to be IRL? 
 

Turkle, “Stop Googling...”; 
Jurgenson “IRL Fetish” 

11 M Mar 13 “Virtual” Violence 
Content Warning: Rape and Sexual 
Violence 

Dibbel “A Rape in Cyberspace” 

11 W Mar 15 Draft and Bibliography Check-in No Readings 
12 M Mar 20 Activism/Hacktivism/Slacktivism 

 
Garza, “A Herstory of the 
#BlackLivesMatter Movement” 

12 W Mar 22 Spreading Media for Fun and Profit 
(or, What do cat memes, Pepe, and 
capitalism have in common?) 

Jenkins et al, “Introduction to 
Spreadable Media”  

13 M Mar 27 What does privacy mean in social 
media? 

boyd, “Privacy”; Poole “The 
case for Anonymity” 

13 W Mar 29 What does literacy mean in social 
media? 

boyd, “Literacy”; Parkinson 
“Click and Elect” 

14 M Apr 3 What is  Social Media? 
(Final Assignments Due April 5) 

Review 

 

Assignment Descriptions 

Online and In-Class Participation (10%; throughout semester) 

You will be expected to participate in discussions both in class and online, through Twitter. You may 

use a personal Twitter account or sign up for a new one for the class. We will have a short “how-to” 

on the first day of class to explain the basics of Twitter and how we will use it in the class.  
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Participation should be constructive, polite, and caring. Informal language is allowed, and personal 

statements (“I think” “I feel” “I worry”...) are encouraged. Be aware, however, that your language and 

comportment may affect others in the room: don’t interrupt or speak over people, be kind when 

correcting someone, don’t demand that someone engage in a conversation with you. In short: care for 

your classmates and try to have a positive impact on their learning.  

Bigoted speech and actions are not tolerated: be aware of your privileges, biases, and pay attention to 

your language. 

This is a social media class, so you are expected to use that media in-class to add  to the conversation. 

That is, googling for an example to share with the class is expected and encouraged, but sending 

Facebook messages to friends is not. Tweeting something into the class hashtag instead of saying 

something in class is perfectly acceptable, but checking email is not. If you abuse the privilege of the 

computer lab, it will be reflected in your participation mark.  

NB: We may, at times, discuss uncomfortable topics, such as harassment and racial or sexual violence. 

You are allowed to leave class at any time, no questions asked. I will do my best to make you aware of 

those topics ahead of time, and would appreciate feedback if there’s something I’m missing. 

Instagram Reflections (15%) 
Every week, take a picture or boomerang that captures some element of the theory or topics we 

discussed (a selfie, a picture of an object or person you know; not a paragraph from the reading or a 

slide from my lecture). Provide a caption that explains what’s happening, including any relevant tags 

(as well as the class hashtag). 

You must have posted at least 10 by the end of the semester to receive your overall grade for the 

assignment. If you post more than 10, only the highest grades will count.  

 

Each image will receive a grade out of 3 (for a total out of 30 overall):  

Does the caption on the post help us understand the image? 

Does the image+caption make a comment on this week’s topics? 

Is the image original/interesting/shareworthy? 
 
You may use a personal instagram account or make a new one for the class -- I will not follow your 
accounts, as I will check the course hashtag each Monday for the previous week’s posts. 

Leading Discussion (20%, sign-up) 

Students will sign up in pairs to lead discussion on the assigned reading for the day. You may choose 

your partner and sign up together, or may sign up for a day individually and work with whoever else 

has signed up that day. You will be expected to read through the required reading with an eye to the 

following: what do you think the central argument is? What questions does the article/chapter raise? 

How does this chapter speak to the ideas we’ve been discussing in class?  
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Together, draft a list of questions to address to the class to get discussion happening and come 

prepared with examples (events, platforms, articles, anecdotes, etc) that illustrate some of the 

arguments in the reading. You do not have to prepare a formal presentation, but you will be expected 

to speak to the content of the readings with some  authority and to help get discussion going if the 

class is struggling. Assume that no one else in the class will know how to start the conversation, so 

prepare a short 2-3 minute informal  presentation (no slides, colloquial language, personal, etc.: 

“Here’s what we found interesting...” or “We struggled to understand... so we looked up...” or “This 

made us think of...”) that summarizes or questions the reading, or applies the reading to an outside 

example, etc.  

You will be assessed on your knowledge of the material (your ability to respond to questions the class 

raises), your preparation (relevant and original questions, examples), and your ability to engage the 

class in conversation (politeness, “yes, and ” or “have you thought about...” rather than “no”, moving 

discussion along rather than shutting it down).  

Platform Analysis (15%; March 6) 
At the beginning of the semester, you will create an account for a social media platform that you do 

not use in your day-to-day life and document your experiences with that platform as you use it. The 

platform analysis must include: a short description of the platform and how it “counts” as “social 

media” (using a framework that we discuss in class), an account of your engagement with the 

platform (as well as some proof of your participation on the platform), and remarks on the platform’s 

affordances. How did you learn to use it? What mistakes did you make? What attracted you to the 

platform? What keeps you using it? What stops you from using it? What weird quirks do you see on 

this platform that you don’t see on others? 

I will evaluate the assignment based on your engagement with the platform, demonstrated 

knowledge of its uses, clarity of writing, and technics (spelling, grammar, formatting, etc.). The 

platform analysis can be submitted as a personal, reflective essay (3 pages double-spaced), as an 

edited vlog/let’s play-style video (3 minutes) or another medium, should that be appropriate to the 

platform. 

Final Project (40%; February 15th, March 15th, April 5th) 
The final project is fairly open-ended, and, as such, is scaffolded to ensure that you are working on a 

project that is relevant to the course, assessable, and an appropriate amount of work. You are 

encouraged to make the project your own -- interdisciplinary approaches are welcome, and I want 

you to have fun with the project. Pick something you think is cool, fascinating, terrifying, important, 

etc. Pick something you care about.  

In February, you will determine a topic, area, platform, or question and propose a project that is 

appropriate to your interests. You will submit a proposal (Feb 15) that describes the topic, the general 

argument you hope to make (with the understanding that this will change as you work on the 

project), the format of the project (essay, edited video, art project, game, etc), and why the format 
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you’ve chosen is appropriate to the topic, the class, and your own research interests.  In March, you 

will bring a preliminary bibliography and a draft (of sorts -- outline, sketch, freewriting, etc) to class 

(Mar 15) to work on and discuss with a partner. That week, we will schedule one-on-one 5-10 minute 

meetings outside of class time to discuss your project. You will submit the final project on April 5th, in 

whatever format is most appropriate. 

The project should take a stance of some sort -- an interpretation of a theory, an argument about a 

platform, a utopian/dystopian vision, a thought experiment, an imagined platform, a solution to a 

social media problem, an explanation of a social media problem, etc -- and the form you choose to 

create that argument will be dependent on your skill, interests, and the best way to communicate 

your stance. 

You will be evaluated on the coherence of your argument and format (does the medium you’ve 

chosen for the project “match” the argument or does it get in the way?), the originality and 

effectiveness of your argument (appropriate use of evidence, insightful commentary, effective 

incorporation of relevant theory), as well as the skill of your work (interesting to read/look at, 

well-written/edited/constructed).  

Late Work  
Late work will be penalized at a rate of 5% per day, unless you make arrangements with me ahead of 

time. Anyone who foresees legitimate issues submitting work on time and speaks to me about it at 

least 5 days before the due date will be accommodated. I will do what I can to support and 

accommodate you and your schedule, but I require that you meet me halfway. “Legitimate issues” do 

not include  “I don’t care about this class as much as my other classes,” or “I forgot this was due.”  

Electronic Device Policy 
We will, of course, be using electronic devices in class, but I expect you to use them to add to the 

discussion. If you abuse the privilege of computer access, you will see it reflected in your participation 

grade.  

Attendance Policy 
You are expected to attend each class and come prepared to discuss the readings with your 

classmates. However, you’re all grownups and can make your own choices: if you choose not to 

attend class (or if you attend but are not “present” or prepared) it will be reflected directly in your 

participation grade and will affect your ability to succeed in the assignments. Illnesses or otherwise 

necessary absences are understandable: simply let me know if you won’t be attending class before 

class starts (or, if that is impossible, provide some sort of documentation after the fact). 

Academic Integrity  
 
Academic Integrity:   In order to maintain a culture of academic integrity, members of the University 
of Waterloo are expected to promote honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility.  
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Discipline:  A student is expected to know what constitutes academic integrity, to avoid committing 
academic offences, and to take responsibility for his/her actions. A student who is unsure whether an 
action constitutes an offence, or who needs help in learning how to avoid offences (e.g., plagiarism, 
cheating) or about “rules” for group work/collaboration should seek guidance from the course 
professor, academic advisor, or the Undergraduate Associate Dean. When misconduct has been found 
to have occurred, disciplinary penalties will be imposed under Policy 71 – Student Discipline. For 
information on categories of offenses and types of penalties, students should refer to Policy 71 - 
Student Discipline.  
 
Grievance:   A student who believes that a decision affecting some aspect of his/her university life has 
been unfair or unreasonable may have grounds for initiating a grievance. Read Policy 70 - Student 
Petitions and Grievances, Section 4.  
 
Appeals:   A student may appeal the finding and/or penalty in a decision made under Policy 70 - 
Student Petitions and Grievances (other than regarding a petition) or Policy 71 - Student Discipline if a 
ground for an appeal can be established. Read Policy 72 - Student Appeals.  

 
Other sources of information for students  
Academic integrity (Arts) Academic Integrity Office (uWaterloo)  
 

Accommodation for Students with Disabilities 
 
Note for students with disabilities:   The AccessAbility Services office, located in Needles Hall Room 
1132, collaborates with all academic departments to arrange appropriate accommodations for 
students with disabilities without compromising the academic integrity of the curriculum. If you 
require academic accommodations to lessen the impact of your disability, please register with the AS 
office at the beginning of each academic term.  
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